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Introduction
Wasteland is one of the oldest and most respected bondage fetish sites on the internet. With thousands of
fetish videos and pictures already in their archives including top quality exclusive bondage videos, this
is a site any fetish enthusiast will want to study deeply. Best of all, with a 5 day $4.95 trial that gives
unlimited access, it's a full work week pass for your carnal desires to come out and play!

Adult Review
If you like any sort of fetish porn, chances are you've heard of Wasteland before. They've been around for a very long time,
and they're well known for the quality of content as well as knowing all of their fetishes inside and out. This is not a site that
plays at the fetishes they feature - these guys are lifestylists and that shows through in their content. 
  
  All of the material at Wasteland is exclusive and produced in-house. You're getting great quality HD porn shown at
1280x720 and 409 videos. Weekly updates keep things fresh and exciting. There are many different format choices so that
you can enjoy the videos no matter which format you prefer.
  
  Fetishes represented here range from all types of bondage to knife play. It's a very thorough site for most aspects of BDSM,
and they treat it with the respect that the fetishes deserve. 

Porn Summary
Wasteland is a must see site if you like BDSM of all types. They cover a variety of fetishes, and know exactly how to best
represent each fetish. Add the huge fetish collection and HD quality videos, and you've got a real winner.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A leviathan of fetish and BDSM smut for your soul!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 94    Taste: 92        Final: 91

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Glamour, Hardcore, HD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: 5 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 409
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